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Final Instructions

Thank you for your entry in this event, which we are pleased to accept.
Included is an entry list, which shows your competition number for the event, and
the class in which you are entered.
Also inside are three maps to show the location of the venue. The address is Manns
Newton Farm, Zeal Monachorum, EX17 6LL (M/R 191/691043). Orange arrows will be
placed from North Tawton Cross onwards and NOT from any other direction.
If you have any questions or problems between now and the event, please contact
Simon Ford on 07970 818083
Over the weekend, this is also the emergency contact number to use if necessary Jenny Coxon 07980 061772
The organisers all look forward to seeing you over the weekend, and hope that we
provide you with an enjoyable two days of motorsport.
Nicola Harper
Clerk of the Course

Amendments to Supplementary Regulations

Final Instructions
PLEASE ENSURE YOU READ ALL CORRESPONDENCE SENT TO YOU THOUROUGHLY.
CURRENT SOCIAL DISTANCING REQUIREMENTS MUST BE MAINTAINED AT ALL TIMES.
1. As you will be aware, the significant additional requirements and restrictions imposed by the Covid-19 pandemic
have meant that the SR’s and entry process to our event have taken much longer and has been more complex than
usual. The event will take place under Motorsport UK Covid-19 guidelines that apply on the day. A senior official has
been appointed as Covid-19 Officer to monitor compliance. Please make sure that you check your inbox for emails
between now and the event as there could be additional instructions sent to you.
2. Any competitor that is showing any symptoms of COVID-19 must not attend the event and must tell the Secretary of the
Meeting (Jenny Coxon tel 07980061772) immediately and withdraw from the event. Any competitor who begins to show
any symptoms at the event should isolate themselves in their tow vehicle and anyway from others, or leave the venue as
soon as possible.
3. There will be no spectators at the event. Any persons at the venue who are not signed on as a competitor, official,
marshal or on the competitor signing on form will be asked to leave immediately. There will be no exceptions as it is very
important that we have names and telephone numbers of everybody at the venue just in case it is necessary to make
contact due to Covid-19 track and trace. People will be checked in on entering the venue and if they AREN’T on the list at
the gate then they WILL be turned away.
4. There is ample parking at the venue. Please leave space between each race car/camper etc to practise social distancing.
5. Drivers are responsible for providing their own PPE and cleansing/sanitising equipment for themselves, their ‘helpers’
and mechanics.
6. Competitors must bring to the event their Motorsport UK Licence, club card and Championship registration card (if
applicable). There may be a spot check on the day by an Official as signing on has taken place online before the event. If
false declaration has been made on the online entry system found before or during the weekend of the event then the
driver will be withdrawn and a report will be sent to Motorsport UK.
7.The food van (Malcolm Sweet) will be at the venue from around 8am Saturday morning until Sunday afternoon. Please
support this facility. Hopefully Malcolm will have a card machine available for payments over £6.00.
8. The Scrutineer will audit the competitor’s technical declaration on their signing on form and from that a number of
vehicles/protective apparel will be selected for inspection. Competitors requiring guidance/clarification of a vehicle’s
compliance are encouraged to request an inspection (if you have any doubts then please ask the Scrutineer). Vehicles will
be inspected in their paddock space and other checks may be carried out whilst queuing for the start line. Classes A1, A2
and Junior vehicles may be checked for torque biasing differentials.
9. The drivers briefing is being sent out with these Finals. If you should have any questions then please see the Clerk of the
Course before practise or any time during the event.

10. SR10 and 15
Results for awards will be calculated by adding together the best time from Saturday and Sunday. There will be a separate
set of results for Clubman and Interclub which will be sent by email on Monday 7th September. They will be provisional for
24 hours from the time of the email, after which they will go Final and trophies will be sent out to competitors. Times will
be available during the day at the Secretary’s tent and a photo of these will be posted on the South Hams Motor Club
facebook page after each run – please stay behind the red and white tape and practise social distancing to protect the
officials dealing with the times.
11. We are not requiring you to run in class order. We would request the double driven cars are early to the start in each
run to allow good time for driver change (please use the double drive lane). Interclub and Clubman competitors can run
together.
12. Stage rally cars in G1 and G2 will be allowed to run 1 & 1, ½ a lap apart. Road going cars with an in date MOT certificate
may also run 1 & 1 – please let the Clerk of the Course know. The remainder of competitors will run 2 & 2 (please sort your
pairings before you arrive at the start line). Any changes to these will be at the discretion of Clerk of the Course/Deputy
Clerk of Course.
13. If you use tent pegs, could you please make sure to take away as many as you brought as they puncture tractor tyres.
14. If you have 4 wheels off in practice then wait and re-join the track when it is safe to do so. 4 wheels off on timed runs
then stop away from the track in a safe place and wait until the end of run and then proceed back to paddock.
15. SR15 Change to:Motorsport UK Steward
Club Steward
Motorsport UK Timekeeper
Chief Marshal

add: Pam Hartill
add : Roger Gillard
delete : Tony Parker
add : Rod Kirk

16. SR8
The penalty markers are green stakes, and the course is marked out with white and orange flags.
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